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1. This food product's popularity led to the creation of  a body pillow shaped like a piece of  chicken.
While it isn't sold by Popeye's, the vendor of  this product awkwardly remarked "it's been so lit" in
response to supply issues. In an advertisement for this product, an animated figure describes it as
the same as it was "back in (*) Houston." This product, which is served in three "tracks", includes
medium fries with barbecue sauce and a Sprite. The phrase "Cactus Jack sent me" is used to order, for 10
points, what meal from McDonald's created by the rapper of  "Sicko Mode"?
ANSWER: the Travis Scott meal (from McDonald's) [accept Travis Scott burger or similar] <Andert>

2. Description acceptable. This group seals the Heart of  the Jaguar in a sarcophagus to defeat the
"Evil Entity" in a series where Hot Dog Water temporarily joins them. As kids, this group lived in
Coolsville and were bothered by the bully Red Herring. Were-cats and zombies staying on (*)
Moonscar Island were among the many curiosities encountered by this group, who often would routinely
remove a mask from a tied-up villain. In an attempt to lift ratings, the reviled nephew Scrappy was
introduced to, for 10 points, what cartoon quintet of  "meddling kids" that includes Daphne and Shaggy?
ANSWER: gang from Scooby Doo [or the Mystery Gang or Mystery Inc.; accept answers describing the
main characters of Scooby Doo, such as Scooby's friends or the Scooby Gang] <Maharjan>

3. This singer was featured on a re-released version of  "Bury It," a single by Chvrhces. The claim
that "Rage is a quiet thing" is made in this woman's 2020 song "Simmer," which ostensibly
concerns her former marriage to Chad Gilbert, the guitarist of  (*)New Found Glory. The 2020 album
Petals for Armor is by this singer, who likened a vehicle to "shooting stars" as a guest on B.o.B's "Airplanes."
Zedd's "Stay the Night" also features vocals by, for 10 points, what woman who sang "Misery Business" and
"Hard Times" and "Misery Business" as the frontwoman of  Paramore?
ANSWER: Hayley (Nichole) Williams <Nelson>

4. The destruction of  one of  these places is centralto the climax of  the Steve Carell filmEvan
Almighty. A real one of  these things is the firstmajor landmark to be destroyed in the disaster
movie San Andreas. Sam Witwicky learns that the remains of  (*)Megatron are kept hidden within one
of  these things in the firstTransformers movie. After being cornered by a U.S. Marshal in one of  these places,
the accused murderer Richard Kimble jumps out of  one of  these places in an iconic scene fromThe Fugitive.
The family in Vegas Vacation ventures outside the city to visit, for 10 points, what type of  structure named
for Herbert Hoover?
ANSWER: dams [accept Hoover Dam] <Weiner>

5. In his first Super Bowl, this player's 64-yard touchdown catch marked the first time a player had
seven touchdown catches in one postseason. While working as a ball boy as a child, this player got
to know his future coach, Dennis Green. In 2009, this player was one of  three teammates to each
accumulate 1,000 receiving yards, doing so alongside Steve Breaston and (*) Anquan Boldin. As of
2020, this University of  Pittsburgh alum trails only Jerry Rice in career receiving yards. Kyler Murray now
throws passes to, for 10 points, what long-time receiver for the Arizona Cardinals?
ANSWER: Larry Fitzgerald [or Larry Darnell Fitzgerald Jr.] <Andert>
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6. For a show set in this region, Allan Cubitt named many of  its central characters after brands of
guitars, and did the same for that show's central team known as "Operation Musicman." That
show centers on a series of  murders in this region investigated by Stella Gibson, an investigator
played by Gillian (*) Anderson. A real-life 1990s conflict in this region is the setting of  a comedy in which
Erin Quinn and other members of  the title group navigate their lives at Our Lady Immaculate Girls' School.
The Fall is set in, for 10 points, what constituent region of  Britain in whichDerry Girls is set during the
Troubles?
ANSWER: Northern Ireland [prompt on Great Britain or United Kingdom; do not accept or prompt on
"Ireland"] <Vopava>

7. This character steals a forklift to remove a pompous lady's red convertible from a K-Mart
parking space. In her first appearance, this character is depicted as a repeat offender who gets put
under house arrest for helping Helen break into her cheating husband's mansion. This woman
takes in the family of  George Needleman, an informant played by Eugene Levy, in a 2012 film (*)
titled for her Witness Protection. A pair of  Halloween-themedfilms feature this character, who first appeared
as a grandmother in Diary of  a Mad Black Woman. For 10 points, name this bombastic matriarch played in
drag by Tyler Perry.
ANSWER: Madea (muh-DEE-uh) [or Mabel Erleane Simmons; prompt on Simmons] <Vopava>

8. After his funding is cut, this character ravages the executives of  GothCorp, but is stopped before
he can kill Ferris Boyle. In one storyline, this man creates the villain Lazara after a failed attempt at
using a Lazarus Pit. In a circumstance that necessitates doing a lot of  robberies, diamonds are the
only thing that can power the (*) suit worn by this villain. This man attempted to save his wife Nora from
a rare disease by placing her in suspended animation, but was transformed in an accident that substantially
lowers his body temperature. Mr. Zero was the original alias of, for 10 points, what Batman villain who
sports a cryogenic suit and ice gun?
ANSWER: Mister Freeze [or Dr. Victor Fries; prompt on Mr. Zero before mentioned] <Weiner>

9. A song titled for this action by Waka Flocka Flame instructs the listener to "break your back"
while doing it. This action titles a song that also includes the command "stop, then wiggle with it"
and features the Ying Yang Twins. A person with "apple bottom jeans" and "boots with the fur"
takes this action, which is commanded in a song that says to go (*) "to the window" and "to the wall."
A 2002 Lil Jon song enthusiastically tells the listener to take, for 10 points, what dance-like action that a
woman does after she "hit the flo" in a hit by Flo Rida (floh RYE-duh)?
ANSWER: getting low [accept "Get Low"] <Maharjan>

10. The National Association of  Basketball Coacheswas formed to oppose the banning of  this
action, which was limited to one per possession until 1901. While it was not part of  its game's
original 13 rules, this action was quickly developed as a way of  (*)"passing to yourself." An illegal
variety of  this action is signaled by a referee moving their flattened palms up and down. Former NBA player
God Shammgod developed a namesake "crossover" variety of  this action. Traveling is called when a player
fails to take, for 10 points, what central action to moving with a basketball?
ANSWER: dribbling [accept crossover before mentioned] <Maharjan>
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11. A pair of  simply drawn roommates named for thesetwo words are central to a series of  YouTube
shorts published by Mondo Media. Content creators known by these two words produce "Trope
Talk" and "History Summarized," among other educational videos for the channel Overly
Sarcastic Productions. In a series by Bernie Burns, these two words describe factions in Blood (*)
Gulch; in that series, these words designate the warring factions of  armor-wearing, UNSC soldiers. For 10
points, give these colors that title a Rooster Teeth machinima series based on the Halo franchise.
ANSWER: red and blue [accept Red vs. Blue] <Maharjan>

12. As a rookie, this baseball player matched up against Anthony Reyes in the first game of  the 2006
World Series. Franklin Pérez and Jake Rogers were among the prospects dealt for this player in a
deal that came just seconds before the 2017 trade deadline. In 2020, this man underwent Tommy
John surgery, which will keep him out of  a rotation including Zack (*)Greinke until 2022. A 2019
strikeout was the 3,000th of  this man's career, which came shortly after he pitched his third no-hitter; both
of  those numbers are the most among active players. Supermodel Kate Upton is married to, for 10 points,
what former Detroit Tiger and current ace for the Houston Astros?
ANSWER: Justin (Brooks) Verlander <Nelson>

13. After an emotional viewing of The Graduate, Tom and Summer visit one of  these establishments
in (500) Days of  Summer. Alex visits a futuristic one of  these establishments that Stanley Kubrick
had designed in the Chelsea Drug Store in A Clockwork Orange. Andie works at one of  these
locations in (*) Pretty in Pink where Duckie performs an iconic Otis Redding impression. The owner of  one
of  these locations has a Top 5 list for just about everything including his five worst breakups of  all time.High
Fidelity takes place in, for 10 points, what establishments such as "TRAX" and "Championship Vinyl"?
ANSWER: record stores [or record shops; prompt on music store or similarly less specific answers
indicating an establishment where music is sold] <Weiner>

14. Versions of  an early hit by this singer were combinedinto a 13-minute "Monogamy Mix." At
Live Aid, this singer joined Elton John on the song "Don't Let the Sun Go Down on Me," which
they later re-recorded as a duet. After growing tired of  being in front of  cameras, this man began
refusing to appear in his own music videos; for one subsequent video, (*) supermodels lip synced his
lyrics, including "all we have to do now is take these lies and make them true." An epic sax solo is featured in
a song by this man that claims "I'm never gonna dance again." Along with Andrew Ridgeley, the duo Wham!
featured, for 10 points, what singer of  "Freedom '90" and "Careless Whisper" ?
ANSWER: George Michael [or Georgios Kyriacos Panayiotou] <Andert>

15. In this show's fourth season finale, a photographer tells his longtime roommate "I'll be
thinking of  you every day" in her native language, which she speaks very little of. A father on this
series coincidentally develops diarrhea on the same day he eats old canned ravioli to prove that
expiration dates are a scam. Several characters on this show work at Handy Car (*) Rental, where the
manager Shannon awkwardly flirts with her employee Jung (chung), played by Simu Liu (see-moo l'yoo). The
comically inept parents Umma (UH-ma) and Appa (OP-ah) appear on, for 10 points, what Canadian sitcom
about a corner store run by a Korean family?
ANSWER: Kim's Convenience <Vopava>
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16. A common version of  this action is named for theTube Bar, a tavern where it frequently
occurred. In the original Halloween film, Lynda is strangled while taking this action. A singer
claims he's "still amused by" taking this action in Blink-182's "What's My Age Again?". Jimmy
Kimmel co-created a (*) Comedy Central show in which this action performed by characters like Niles
Standish and Spoonie Luv. Howard Stern fans frequently attempt this action during live TV shows by posing
as eyewitnesses. Puppets on Crank Yankers re-create, for 10 points, what juvenile activity that was largely
ruined by the advent of  caller ID?
ANSWER: prank call [accept equivalents like fake phone calls, prompt on just phone call] <Maharjan>

17. One club in this city has been captained by Slovenian goalkeeper Samir Handanović since
February 2019. When two clubs in this city play each other, it is known by a name that translates as
"Derby of  the Little Madonna". A side from this city lost in the 2020 Europa League final to
Sevilla. After a brief  stint with the LA Galaxy, (*)Zlatan Ibrahimović returned to Europe to play for a
club in this city. Prior to Juventus' recent title run, every Serie A (SEER-ee ah) title from 2006 to 2011 was
won by a side from, for 10 points, what Italian city home to clubs known as Internazionale and "A.C."?
ANSWER: Milan [or Milano; accept AC Milan or Internazionale Milan] <Weiner>

18. An EP by this band is anchored by a cover of  Tegan& Sara's song "Walking with a Ghost." A
lengthy 2003 song by this band references its vocalist status as a "seventh son." The frontman of
this band founded Third Man Records, who re-released several of  their early albums including (*)
De Stijl. A guitar shifted down to sound like a bass performs the simple riff  of  a song by this band that
claims "I'm gonna fight 'em all" and has found a new life a sports anthem. "Icky Thump" and "Seven
Nation Army" are by, for 10 points, what rock duo consisting of  a drummer named Meg and her
ex-husband, Jack White?
ANSWER: The White Stripes <Maharjan>

19. A narrator in one game by this company shows clear preference for players who are given his
"mother's wig" rather than those with his "father's hat." This company released a game in which a
"vengeful ghost" or "glob" can date other monsters over the course of  a single night. This
company evolved from the studio Jellyvision. The third iteration of  a game by this company
features an (*) "Enough About You" mode in which players answer questions about themselves.
Ridiculous prompts are central to a game by this company inspired by Pictionary. Fibbage, Drawful, and
Quiplash are among the games included in, for 10 points, what developer's namesake "Party Packs"?
ANSWER: Jackbox Games <Rao - Pothuraju>

20. This actress played the Bear, the stepsister of Mullet Fingers in the 2006 film adaptation of
Hoot. In a 2017 film, this actress played Kit, a listless artist who hires Virgil to build a stable for her;
that film was this woman's directorial debut, Unicorn Store. At the 2016 Academy Awards, this
actress refused to clap when she presented (*) Casey Affleck his Oscar for Manchester by the Sea. This
actress starred alongside Jacob Tremblay in a 2015 drama whose first half  is largely set in a kidnapper's shed.
Room stars, for 10 points, what outspoken actress who appears in the MCU as Captain Marvel?
ANSWER: Brie Larson [or Brianne Sidonie Desaulniers] <Vopava>
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1. This character remarks to a pair of  store owners, "Thank you for your cooperation, good night" after
tossing a criminal through a refrigerator door. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this cyborg police officer made from the resurrected body of  Alex Murphy who titled a trilogy of
eighties and nineties science fiction films and a 2014 reboot.
ANSWER: RoboCop
[10] Peter Weller, who played the title character in RoboCop and RoboCop 2, more recently played Alexander
Marcus in this film, the second of  the rebootedStar Trek trilogy.
ANSWER: Star Trek Into Darkness
[10] Somewhat surprisingly, RoboCop 2 was co-written by this comic book writer, who wrote the
noir-inspired Sin City series.
ANSWER: Frank Miller <Weiner>

2. Because Major League Baseball couldn't get it together and have a season until mid-summer in 2020,
ESPN began televising KBO games instead. For 10 points each:
[10] The KBO is the professional baseball league of  what country? Its LG Twins play home games in Seoul
("soul").
ANSWER: South Korea [or Republic of  Korea, prompt on "Korea"]
[10] Since at least the 1990s, KBO players have proudly made use of  this cool celebratory action, which is
frowned upon by some baseball fans. A legendary one of  these was done by José Bautista in the 2015 ALDS.
ANSWER: bat flip [accept bat toss or similar equivalents]
[10] To promote proper hand-washing practices, the KBO's NC Dinos released an instructional video to the
tune of  this children's song. Gerardo Parra used this as his walkup music as a member of  the 2019 Nationals
championship team.
ANSWER: "Baby Shark" <Andert>

3. Fans of  this show went absolutely bonkers after seeing a leaked Spanish dub of  a final-season episode
showing Dean replying "I love you, too" to Castiel, which does not happen in the version aired in North
America. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this fifteen-season CW fantasy series centering on the monster-slaying brothers Sam and Dean
Winchester.
ANSWER: Supernatural
[10] Castiel, who confesses he loves Dean in Supernatural's last season, is one of  these beings.
ANSWER: angel [accept seraph]
[10] Some have speculated that the CW removed Dean's reciprocation in the U.S. to appease the
conservative target audience of  the CW's reboot of  this series, which will starSupernatural's Jared Padalecki
(pad-uh-LECK-ee).
ANSWER: Walker, Texas Ranger <Vopava>
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4. While playing as this character, Daigo Umehara ("DIE"-goh ooh-may-HAR-uh) incredibly parried 15
consecutive hits from Justin Wong before countering and winning the game. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this blonde-haired, American martial artist. He trained under Gouken alongside his close
childhood friend, a native of  Japan.
ANSWER: Ken Masters [accept either]
[10] Ken and Ryu appear in this pioneering Capcom fighting game series, in which both of  them can launch
a blue fireball called a "hadouken."
ANSWER: Street Fighter
[10] In the "Diago Parry," Wong was playing as this other character. This woman is an Interpol agent
seeking to avenge the death of  her father.
ANSWER: Chun-Li <Maharjan>

5. The Arabic subtitles that appear in the music video to this song translate into complete gibberish. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this song from the album Love is Rage 2, whose chorus repeats "I don't really care if  you cry / On
the real, you shoulda never lied".
ANSWER: "XO Tour Llif3" (X-O Tour Life)
[10] "XO Tour Llif3" is by this rapper, who also released the songs "Money Longer" and "The Way Life
Goes" and guested on the track "Bad and Boujee."
ANSWER: Lil Uzi Vert [or Symere Bysil Woods]
[10] In February 2021, Lil Uzi Vert implanted a $24 million diamond of  this color into his forehead.
Multiple early albums by Nicki Minaj are partially titled for this color.
ANSWER: pink <Andert>

6. This hero gained his powers after being exposed to Q-Juice during a gang fight in an event known as the
"Big Bang". For 10 points each:
[10] Name this superhero co-created by Dwayne McDuffie, who uses his electric powers. He is the alter ego
of  Virgil Ovid Hawkins and is commonly mistaken to be the son of  Black Lightning.
ANSWER: Static [accept Static Shock, accept Virgil Ovid Hawkins]
[10] McDuffie created Static because he wished to increase representation of  Black heroes in comic books;
he was inspired by this first Black superhero, who often teams up with Iron Fist.
ANSWER: Luke Cage [accept either; accept Power Man]
[10] In addition to his pioneering work in comics, McDuffie served as a writer for Alien Force, the second TV
show in this Cartoon Network franchise created by Man of  Action.
ANSWER: Ben 10 <Maharjan>
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7. In the NHL, a rule that added a trapezoidal zone behind the net was nicknamed for this goalie because it
hindered his ability to handle the puck behind the net. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this player, who ended his career as the winningest goalie of  all time. He retired in 2015 after a
very brief  stint with the St. Louis Blues.
ANSWER: Martin (Pierre) Brodeur (mar-TAN broh-DUR)
[10] Brodeur spent 21 seasons playing for this team, which he led to three titles while playing with Patrik
Elias (ELL-ee-osh) and Scott Niedermayer (NEE-der-my-ur). It is named for an American cryptid (KRIP-tid).
ANSWER: New Jersey Devils [accept either]
[10] Brodeur unusually stayed upright while goaltending, an unusual contrast to the more common style of
goalies dropping to their knees; that technique is typically named for this animal.
ANSWER: butterfly <Andert>

8. In this film, Billy explains that the U.S. Army prefers Black and Mexican soldiers for top secret clean-up
details because no one will listen to them. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this understated 2019 film about teenage radio host Everett and his friend Fay, a switchboard
operator who keeps encountering a strange electronic hum.
ANSWER: The Vast of  Night
[10] The Vast of  Nighttakes place in Cayuga, a rural town in this U.S. state. It is famed for a real-life 1947
incident that UFO nuts never stop talking about.
ANSWER: New Mexico
[10] The Vast of  Night's frame story presents the film as an episode of  a TV program clearly modeled on this
classic series, which has a modern reboot hosted by Jordan Peele.
ANSWER: The Twilight Zone <Vopava>

9. For 10 points each, name these classic TV shows with theme songs written by prolific composer Earle
Hagen:
[10] The sheriff  of  the small town of  Mayberry walks alongside his young son to the whistled melody of
"The Fishin' Hole," which Hagen composed for this sitcom.
ANSWER: The Andy Griffith Show
[10] Hagen wrote a brassy, jazzy theme for this landmark 1960s sitcom whose protagonist either sidesteps or
stumbles over an ottoman in his living room during the opening sequence. Its title star played Bert in Mary
Poppins.
ANSWER: The Dick Van Dyke Show
[10] Hagen won his only Emmy Award for the theme to this series that starred Robert Culp as a secret
agent. It shares its name with a series of  picture books filled with hidden objects.
ANSWER: I Spy <Vopava>
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10. This figure "always had some mighty fine wine" according to the nonsensical opening of  the biggest hit
song of  1971. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this "good friend of  mine" who is presented as a small animal because the original lyric,
"prophet," was deemed unmarketably religious.
ANSWER: Jeremiah
[10] The exclamation "Jeremiah was a bullfrog!" opens this song by Three Dog Night that shares its name
with a centuries-old Christmas carol and shouts out "all the boys and girls."
ANSWER: "Joy to the World"
[10] "Joy to the World" was Three Dog Night's second Billboard #1 hit; their first was this 1970 single that
opens with a funky organ groove and the lyrics "Want some whiskey in your water? / Sugar in your tea?"
ANSWER: "Mama Told Me (Not to Come)" <Vopava>

11. The first portion of  this series,Mangrove, tells the true story of  how police tried to frame the British
Black Panthers for conspiracy. For 10 points each:
[10] A Bob Marley song lends its title to what 2020 anthology film series chronicling anti-Afro-Caribbean
racism in 20th-century London?
ANSWER: Small Axe
[10] The Small Axe films were directed by this filmmaker of Widows and 12 Years a Slave. He shares his name
with the star of  the 1968 movieBullitt.
ANSWER: Steve McQueen [or Steven Rodney McQueen]
[10] Small Axe: Red, White, and Blue is a biopic about Leroy Logan, a London cop played by this British actor
who played Finn in the latest Star Wars trilogy.
ANSWER: John Boyega [or John (Adedayo Bamidele) Adegboyega] <Weiner>

12. Lehman Engel coined the term for this Broadway trope, which is exemplified by "Corner of  the Sky"
from Pippin and "I Have Confidence" from The Sound of  Music. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this two-word phrase that identifies a type of  song, found in the first act of  almost every musical,
that articulates a character's ambitions, dreams, or purpose.
ANSWER: "I Want" song [accept "I Wish" song]
[10] Howard Ashman, who tirelessly evangelized the "I Want" song during the Disney Renaissance, came to
Disney's attention through his success with Alan Menken on this 1982 horror comedy musical. Its "I Want"
song is "Somewhere That's Green."
ANSWER: Little Shop of  Horrors
[10] This inescapable 2015 musical features two "I Want" songs: "My Shot" and "The Room Where It
Happens."
ANSWER: Hamilton <Vopava>
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13. After a lengthy and intense interrogation of  suspected murderer Gordon Rickett, this character unleashes
his rage by punching his work locker dozens of  times. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this often unhinged police officer played by Christopher Meloni. This character made a return to
television to help launch the 2021 spin-off  seriesOrganized Crime.
ANSWER: Elliot Stabler [accept either underlined portion]
[10] For 12 seasons, Stabler was a prominent member of  this police unit, which is described in an
introduction as "elite squad."
ANSWER: Special Victims Unit [or SVU; accept, but do not otherwise reveal, Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit or Law & Order: SVU]
[10] The Special Victims Unit was introduced as a spin-off  of  this endlessly-syndicated franchise created by
Dick Wolf. The series SVU has, as of  September 2019, aired more episodes than the original series that
preceded it.
ANSWER: Law & Order <Vopava>

14. For 10 points each, answer the following about basketball players with the last name Beasley:
[10] John Beasley was a three-time all star for the Dallas Chaparrals of  this league, which used a
multi-colored ball and merged with the NBA in 1976.
ANSWER: ABA [or American Basketball Association]
[10] While playing for this team, the ever-aloof  Michael Beasley once massaged a teammate's knee for
several seconds incorrectly believing it was his own. This team's current roster includes 2020 top pick
Anthony Edwards.
ANSWER: Minnesota Timberwolves [or T-Wolves; accept any underlined portion; prompt on Wolves]
[10] The Timberwolves also currently employ Malik Beasley, who played collegiate basketball at this
university. 2020 rookies Patrick Williams and Devin Vassell also went to this school.
ANSWER: Florida State University [or FSU; accept Seminoles] <Andert>

15. For 10 points each, answer the following about singer Grace Slick:
[10] Beginning in the 1960s, Slick fronted two bands whose names begin with this surname. One of  those
bands released the songs "White Rabbit" and "Somebody to Love."
ANSWER: Jefferson [accept Jefferson Airplane or Jefferson Starship]
[10] Slick's band Jefferson Airplane exemplified this city's namesake psychedelic "sound." A 1967 song
insists that "if  you're going to" this city, "be sure to wear some flowers in your hair."
ANSWER: San Francisco
[10] With a group just called Starship, Slick and Mickey Thomas sang "We Built This City," an endearingly
cheesy song that describes a city built on this musical concept.
ANSWER: rock and roll [prompt on rock] <Vopava>
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16. Towards the end of  one film, a deaf  character interrupts a pastor at one of  these events by claiming that
the protagonist loves someone else using sign language. For 10 points each:
[10] Name these events, four of  which "and a funeral" title a 1994 British romcom.
ANSWER: wedding(s) [accept Four Weddings and a Funeral
[10] Four Weddings and a Funeral was the first film from screenwriter Richard Curtis to star this charming
British actor. More recently he played the cunning Phoenix Buchanan in Paddington 2.
ANSWER: Hugh (John Mungo) Grant
[10] Curtis and Grant also collaborated on Notting Hill, a film that paired Grant with this actress. She also
starred in the film adaptations of Wonder and Eat Pray Love.
ANSWER: Julia (Fiona) Roberts <Weiner>

17. A pair of  albums by this singer have incredibly long titles that are usually abbreviated toWhen the Pawn
and The Idler Wheel. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this experimental singer-songwriter who released the uber-acclaimed album Fetch the Bolt Cutters in
2020.
ANSWER: Fiona Apple [or Fiona Apple McAfee-Maggart; accept either underlined portion]
[10] In "Shameika" (shuh-MEE-kuh), the first single from Fetch the Bolt Cutters, Apple recalls stepping on fallen
leaves on the way to school and likens their sound to the "crash" variety of  this percussion instrument.
ANSWER: cymbals [accept crash cymbals]
[10] Fetch the Bolt Cutters is the most recent album to get a coveted 10.0 rating from this music website, which
has become much more pop-friendly since its 2000s heyday as a hipster tastemaker.
ANSWER: Pitchfork [accept Pitchfork.com or Pitchfork Magazine] <Vopava>

18. This player and Tony Dorsett are the only players in NFL history to record a 99 yard run. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this player, who led the NFL in rushing in both 2019 and 2020.
ANSWER: Derrick Henry [or Derrick Lamar Henry Jr.]
[10] Henry is a star with this team, where he plays alongside Ryan Tannehill and plays home games in
Nashville.
ANSWER: Tennessee Titans [accept either]
[10] Early in his career, Henry split running duties with this other back, who had successful stints with the
Cowboys and Eagles. In 2014 he was named the NFL's Offensive Player of  the Year.
ANSWER: DeMarco Murray <Andert>
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19. For 10 points each, answer the following about Sophia Amoruso, the founder of  the fashion line Nasty
Gal:
[10] Amoruso first launched Nasty Gal in 2006 as a shop on this website, whose "Buy It Now" feature
allows users to circumvent its typical auction process.
ANSWER: eBay
[10] At the height of  her success in 2014, Amoruso wrote this pop-feminist memoir, whose title became a
now-derided neologism for driven, empowered Millennial career women.
ANSWER: #Girlboss
[10] Before Nasty Gal went bankrupt in 2016, Amoruso appeared as a guest judge on the All Stars version
of  this competition series. Its flagship show was hosted until 2017 by Heidi Klum.
ANSWER: Project Runway <Vopava>

20. This show is ostensibly set at Jane Lynch's house, though that would mean her living room has insane
multimedia capabilities and can hold an entire studio audience. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this NBC show in which two nobodies join celebrities in six cocktail party-style rounds of  play.
ANSWER: Hollywood Game Night
[10] Jane Lynch does double-duty on NBC as host of  bothHollywood Game Night and the 2020 reboot of this
big-money game show. Its original host, Anne Robinson, wittily insulted and said "goodbye" to each
contestant.
ANSWER: The Weakest Link
[10] Hollywood Game Night is based on the game nights hosted by creator Sean Hayes, who is still best known
for playing this influential gay character on Will & Grace.
ANSWER: Jack McFarland [accept either underlined portion; prompt on "John"] <Vopava>


